CONTRIBUTOR RELEASE FORM

The FishHook is dedicated to publishing the creative and original writing and artwork of students at the University of Southern Indiana. The views and opinions displayed in this magazine may or may not reflect the opinions of the editors, staff, faculty advisor or others in the university community. The FishHook respects and encourages the free expression of artistic talent for our individual contributors.

I understand that my literary or artwork composition submitted to The FishHook may be used by the University of Southern Indiana for publication in The FishHook: A Student Journal of Arts and Letters. In addition, I understand that my artwork may be used in advertisement of FishHook for at least one calendar year from publication, after which I can request a cessation by contacting the Faculty Advisor. I affirm that the literary or artwork composition is original and of my creative effort. I agree not to hold the university or any agent of the university liable for any conflict, situation, or issue that may arise as the result of the publishing of my literary or artwork composition.

________________________________________________________________________
Title of Work

Student Name and Email (Name, email@eagles.usi.edu)

Do you have a pen name you’d like us to use if your work is chosen? YES / NO
If yes, write it here: ______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
Complete Mailing Address

Student Signature                      Date